Company Backgrounder
Mission: Javaya’s mission is to ship seriously fresh craft coffee from local roasters straight to the customer’s
door, making it easier to purchase and brew high-quality coffee at home.
About: Javaya is an online craft-coffee retailer, featuring roasters from all over the United States. Javaya breaks
the mold of traditional coffee retailers through their innovative Future Fresh™ date; this unique feature allows
buyers to select the specific date they want their coffee roasted. The coffee is then shipped straight from the
roaster to the customer in a matter of days, ensuring the craft coffee they receive is fresh.
History: Javaya was created in 2017 by Nick Selman and Jasen Holley, two college friends who shared a passion for
brewing craft coffee at home. At the time, they only had two options for purchasing their favorite craft coffee:
driving to each individual roaster, or ordering less than fresh beans online. Javaya was created as the solution to
a problem that Nick and Jasen, and all other craft-coffee drinkers, faced.
Corporate Structure: Javaya features coffee of four different roast levels from eleven different origin countries.
While they started with a focus on local Chicago roasters, they have since expanded their reach, introducing
roasters from Arkansas as well as Minnesota. Some prominent roasters featured on the site include Gaslight
Coffee Roasters, Halfwit Coffee Roasters, and Metropolis Coffee Company. CEO and Co-founder of Javaya, Nick
Selman, has experience in all facets of the business industry, including marketing, management, and product
development. He received his MBA from the University of Notre Dame Mendoza College of Business in 2016, where he
met fellow co-founder Jasen Holley.
Connect:
https://getjavaya.com/
https://www.facebook.com/getjavaya/
https://www.instagram.com/getjavaya/
https://twitter.com/getjavaya
###
Javaya (juh-VI-uh) is a Chicago-based craft-coffee marketplace dedicated to delivering fresh coffee directly to the
drinkers’ door. It has made finding and supporting local craft-coffee roasters simpler since its establishment.
Javaya’s Future Fresh™ date guarantees that coffee can be enjoyed at peak freshness by allowing users to select
their specific roast date. The online marketplace features some of Chicago’s most popular coffee roasters,
including Big Shoulders, Metropolis, Gaslight, Passionhouse, Ipsento, and Groundswell. Javaya delivers what their
team values most about the local craft-coffee marketplace: freshness, assortment, convenience, choice, and
quality. To see the entire assortment, and to find out more, visit getjavaya.com.

Press release: Craft Coffee to
Troops Overseas
Javaya Sends Craft Coffee to Troops Overseas
May 3rd, 2018
CHICAGO- Coffee marketplace Javaya exists to serve coffee lovers all over the country and this now includes
those in the armed forces. Through their Coffee For Courage™ charitable initiative, Javaya is encouraging
local roasters to donate coffee to support this program and the troops.
"When I was deployed, my morning coffee was my time to remember home. It was a time to mentally escape the
chaos of war and the stress of deployment," says Andrew, former US Army Special Forces. This inspired Javaya
co-founders Nick Selman and Jasen Holley as they wondered how they could use their platform to “do good
for others,” and their answer was Coffee For Courage™.
“Coffee is one of the simple pleasures that remind our brave soldiers stationed around the world of the
comfort and relaxation of home. It’s one of those little things that many Americans take for granted,”
Selman explained.
Featured on ABC 7, the inaugural Coffee For Courage™ shipment occurred over the holiday season. The
shipment included 130 pounds of coffee donated by Metropolis Coffee Company, and 10 pounds of coffee
donated by Ipsento Coffee. The coffee was packaged and shipped to strategic locations within the U.S. Armed
Forces Network, where it was then sent straight to troops directly on the front lines.
“Hopefully through great tasting local coffee, Javaya can do our little part to make their lives better,”
Selman said. Coffee For Courage™ was created with one mission in mind: bringing those serving overseas
closer to home, one cup at a time.
###
Javaya (juh-VI-uh) is a Chicago-based craft coffee marketplace dedicated to delivering fresh coffee directly
to the drinkers’ door. It has made finding and supporting local craft coffee roasters simpler since its
establishment. Javaya’s Future Fresh™ date guarantees that coffee can be enjoyed at peak freshness by
allowing users to select their specific roast date. The online marketplace features some of Chicago’s most
popular coffee roasters, including Big Shoulders, Metropolis, Gaslight, Passionhouse, Ipsento, and
Groundswell. Javaya delivers what their team values most about the local craft coffee marketplace:
freshness, assortment, convenience, choice, and quality. To see the entire assortment, and to find out more,
visit getjavaya.com.

Press release: Future Fresh Date
Coffee retailer Javaya redefines the coffee market with Future Fresh™ date
May 3rd, 2018
CHICAGO- Brand new online coffee marketplace Javaya ensures that customers’ beans are “fresher than fresh” by
utilizing their new, unique freshness guarantee, the Future Fresh™ date.
Through this guarantee, Javaya allows customers to select the exact date their coffee will be roasted with the use of the
recently developed Future Fresh™ date.
“Here at Javaya, we take freshness very seriously. It's built into everything we do. It's our obsession,” says Javaya
founder Nick Selman. “At the end of the day, we simply believe that fresh coffee is the best coffee.”
Because craft coffee beans are small-batch roasted, with the Future Fresh™ date, customers are essentially purchasing
a future bag of coffee that has yet to be produced. Customers receive their coffee from the roaster within 3-5 days of
their Future Fresh™ date, ensuring their beans are at peak freshness.
Roasters recognize freshness matters. According to Counter Culture Coffee, the ideal time to enjoy coffee is within 3 to 14
days of roasting. Traditional retailers do not adhere to this timeline, keeping bags of coffee on shelves for weeks at a
time, long after the recommended brewing period. While this coffee is not out of date, it is likely not fresh.
“The aroma and taste of a coffee deteriorate the longer it is kept on the shelf. By the time consumers purchase coffee
from a traditional retailer and brew it at home, most of the flavor has depleted,” says Selman.
By dedicating themselves to making the craft coffee market more accessible, Javaya ships coffee straight from the
roaster to the customer. Javaya is one of the very few online retailers to send craft coffee on demand, as opposed to
through a subscription service. Additionally, Javaya aims to support local coffee roasters, with a current focus on
Chicago-based roasters.
Javaya is transforming the craft coffee marketplace with the Future Fresh™ date, so customers can enjoy coffee the way
it was meant to be: fresh.
###
Javaya (juh-VI-uh) is a Chicago-based craft coffee marketplace dedicated to delivering fresh coffee directly to the
drinkers’ door. It has made finding and supporting local craft coffee roasters simpler since its establishment. Javaya’s
Future Fresh™ date guarantees that coffee can be enjoyed at peak freshness by allowing users to select their specific
roast date. The online marketplace features some of Chicago’s most popular coffee roasters, including Big Shoulders,
Metropolis, Gaslight, Passionhouse, Ipsento, and Groundswell. Javaya delivers what their team values most about the
local craft coffee marketplace: freshness, assortment, convenience, choice, and quality. To see the entire assortment,
and to find out more, visit getjavaya.com.

Press release: Red Rooster Coffee
Javaya adds Red Rooster Coffee to Their List of National Roasters
May 3rd, 2018
CHICAGO — Javaya has added Red Rooster Coffee to the offerings on their online marketplace. There are
currently four choices from the Virginia-based roasters on the website with prices ranging from $18.25 to
$20.50. As always, free shipping is provided with each purchase.
Javaya has added this roaster to their catalog as a part of their goal to provide buyers with craft
coffee from coast to coast. The company acquired Folly Coffee Roasters from Minnesota and Onyx Coffee Lab
from Arkansas as a step toward this goal as well. Javaya, which was once made up solely of Chicago
roasters, is hoping to ship coffee to every state by end of 2018, and to have the planet’s best assortment of
craft coffee by the end of 2019.
“We try to select roasters that bring a lot of diversity to our marketplace,” says Nick Selman, cofounder of Javaya, “We take time to get to know each roaster individually, and learn about their story.”
Selman pays special attention during the hand-selection process to ensure that roasters are
dedicated to their craft, responsibly sourcing materials and are attentive to the quality of their product,
among other important factors. All roasters excel in factors of quality, originality, ethics and public
opinion.
Red Rooster Coffee is based in Floyd, Virginia, and has a follower base along the east coast. Coowners Haden Polseno-Hensley and Rose McCutchan are dedicated to sharing single origins, organic and fair
trade blends, direct trade coffees, transparently traded coffees, and select microlots from around the
world. Javaya is eager to share these priorities with their audience in the midwest and beyond.
###
Javaya (juh-VI-uh) is a Chicago-based craft-coffee marketplace dedicated to delivering fresh coffee directly
to the drinkers’ door. It has made finding and supporting local craft-coffee roasters simpler since its
establishment. Javaya’s Future Fresh™ date guarantees that coffee can be enjoyed at peak freshness by
allowing users to select their specific roast date. The online marketplace features some of Chicago’s most
popular coffee roasters, including Big Shoulders, Metropolis, Gaslight, Passionhouse, Ipsento and
Groundswell. Javaya delivers what their team values most about the local craft-coffee marketplace:
freshness, assortment, convenience, choice and quality. To see the entire assortment, and to find out more,
visit getjavaya.com.

Executive Bio
Nick Selman
CEO & Founder
Nick is passionate about helping small, local businesses compete. He also loves (like… LOVES) specialty coffee.
In co-founding Javaya, Nick created a large-scale e-Commerce solution for local coffee roasters that still
“respects the craft.”
Prior to co-founding Javaya™, Nick led multi-million dollar global strategic change initiatives for Fortune
100 companies. Nick holds a MBA from the University of Notre Dame and a BS in Mechanical Engineering from
Carnegie Mellon University. Utilizing his process-oriented operations strategy background, he developed
Javaya’s “Future Fresh™” date concept -- a way to sell small-batch, artisan goods online without
sacrificing the most important component of flavor: Freshness.
Nick resides in Chicago with his wife Lauren and his dog Cooper.

Fact Sheet
Year Javaya Was Founded

Names of current roasters

2017
Where it Was Founded

Chicago, IL
CEO and founder

Nick Selman
Where it operates
HQ in Chicago.
Ships coffee nation-wide.

A Virtual Barista tool helps customers find a good match
Choices
grind type
Decaf
roast
Regular
Blend
Roaster
origin
Merchandise

Price

$15-20
including shipping

twitter.com/getjavaya

Abacus Coffee Roasters
Big Shoulders Coffee
Bridgeport Coffee Co.
Conscious Cup Coffee Roasters
Five & Hoek Coffee Co.
Five Star Coffee Roasters
Folly Coffee Roasters
Four Letter Word Coffee
Groundswell Coffee Roasters
Halfwit Coffee Roasters
Hexe Coffee Co.
Ipsento Coffee
Littlefoot Coffee
Metropolis Coffee Company
Onyx Coffee Lab
Passion House Coffee Roasters
Red Rooster Coffee Roasters
Ross Street Coffee Roasters
Stache Coffee Co.
Tala Coffee Roasters

pinterest.com/getjavaya

getjavaya.com
facebook.com/getjavaya

instagram.com/getjavaya

